Pallet Truck - Battery
Warning
Safe working load (SWL) must not be exceeded.

Pre-use inspection
Inspect Machine
 Ensure welds upon the pallet truck are free of cracks or other deformations
Inspect Workplace
 Ensure that the path in which the truck is going to travel is clear and free from any obstructions that
could lead to load falling off the platform and leading to injury/damage to personnel/property







Operating Instructions

Turn on the truck by turning the key to right – Power on
Turn off the truck by turning the key to left – Power off
To break move handle all the way down or all the way up
To move press throttle button in the direction of travel (at centre of handles) SLOWLY
To raise or lower the tines depress the relevant button (down being the most forward from operators
perspective)
 To steer machine move handle from side to side
 To stop machine immediately depress the emergency stop button
 Charge left in battery can be seen via the indicator on pallet truck

Safety Instructions

 Only trained and certified people are permitted to operate this truck
 Inspect the truck before starting working, mark sure it is in good working order
 Always be alert to the working condition around you and watch where your driving, be careful of a
any objects intruding or poking into the operator area may pin or crush you
 Be extremely careful when working around docks, dock boards and trailers, be aware of load falling
off the truck which can cause death
 Moving parts such as forks or wheels can cut or crush hands, feet, arms or legs
 No riding on the truck
 Battery produce explosive gas
 Completely stop truck, lower forks to the floor, shot off truck with the key or disconnect the battery
before leaving your truck
 Ensure you never exceed the SWL
 Be careful while turning as unit will swing wide in the opposite direction, ensure you have adequate
clearance before undertaking this manoeuvre

This operating and safety brochure is intended as a guide only for the safe operation of this equipment. It does not override license requirements nor is it a
substitute for a structured operating lesson. If you are unsure about any aspect of the equipment or its capabilities of if you are in doubt as to its proper usage, feel
free to consult our trained employees for instruction or the answers to any questions you may have regarding the safe operation of this equipment.
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